rao	SUGARS AND  PRODUCTS CONTAINING THEM
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The second and third cases — mixtures of invert sugar with excess of
glucose or levulose — may be reduced to the first case — mixtures of glucose
and levulose.1
6. Determination of Saccharose and two Reducing Sugars
together. — Let x, y and z be the respective quantities of the three sugars
contained in the weight p of substance dissolved in 100 c.c. ; ait aa and aa
the rotations due to i gram of each sugar in 100 c.c., a4 that due to i gram
of invert sugar, and /?2 an(i & "the numbers of c.c. of Fehling's solution
reduced by i gram of each of the two reducing sugars present ; P and P^
the polarisations before and after inversion and F the number of c.c. of
Fehling's solution reduced by the weight p of the substance. The following
equations may then be established :
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The first two give :
=
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.which is identical with the first equation IV. The saccharose is thus cal-
culated as when mixed with only one reducing sugar, ie., with the first
equation V or with that of Clerget (VI or VIII). When x is found, equations
XII give:
which are analogous to X and permit of the determination of y and
Introduction into these equations of the values of aif at, a«, j}& ft*
% for some of the more important practical cases of mixtures of
with different reducing sugars gives the following results * :
1	A method of this Mud is used for the determination of sugars in wine (#.tL),
2	A procedure of this kind, with slight variations, is applied to the analysis of wine*
containing saccharose and also of condensed milk in which invert sugar as weE as
saccharose is present ; this is described in dealing with these products,
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